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BIBLIOTHECA SACRA. 

ARTICLE I. 

IN1'Ofi'IVE IDEAS, AND THEIR RELA.TION TO 
KNOWLEDGE. 

lIT 1IST • .rOD JIAIOOX. nonlIOa 01' ua'lOJlIO. YILLIdl OOIoL&GL 

TBEBB bas been a steady and increasing tendency in 
modem philosophy to reco~ ideas in our mental fami. 
ture not arising from experience, but necessary to it. These, 
whether known as convictions of common sense, as regula
tive, or as intuitive ideas, must always play an exceedingly 
important part in mental and moral philos"Ophy. Their accept
ance or rejection at once defines the radical tendencies of 
any system of mental science, and enables us easily to pre
dict its leading conclusions. 

In the conflict which has attended their recoguition and 
establishment little opportunity has been offered for the 
careful determination of these ideas, their number, their 
relation to each other, and their relation to science. It is 
to these points that we shall direct our efforts in this Ar· 
ticle; and, as the task is both a difficult and a broad one, 
we shall be pardoned if we omit altogether, or pass hastily, 
much that might well be said; if we treat witll little die
cussion or exposition those ideas more generalJy recoguized 
as regulative; and do not repeat and apply to succeeding 
ideas proof of the same general character as that given 
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under preceding ones. We shall also be pardoned if our 
success in enumerating and defining these intuitions of the 
reason is but partial. 

It would certainly be simpler to refer all our knowledge 
to experience and reflection than to assign a portion of it 
to the intuitive power of the reason. But this cannot be 
done, as there are ideas, and those everywhere present, 
whioh find no explanation in perception, nor in the judg
ments which spring therefrom; ideas which are presup
posed by all experience, and without one or other of which 
no single assertion can be made; ideas which are neceS8&
rily present, and bear with them, therefore, a sense of neces
sity totally different from the contingent notions given by 
experience. For these three reasons we are forced to the 
recognition of a distinct intuitive faculty: first, because 
there are present to the mind certain ideas which are not 
perceptions nor the generalizations of reflection i second, 
these ideas are necessarily prior to experience, since no one 
of its judgments can exist without them; and thit-d, they 
come to the mind with an impression of immediate and in
herent necessity not found in its other convictions. 

As firat among these ideas, we shall mention that of ex
istence. There is no judgment more naked, simple, and 
fundamental than this of existence. All later judgments 
proceed upon and contain it. That something is, either as 
an object of sensation or apprehension, either in perma
nence or in transition, is the incipient, the anticipatory 
idea, which brings all matter before the mind. 

The first and the least object in any external or internal 
lense, in sensation or in consciousness, gives occasion for a 
judgment. or any quality, as hardness, color, odor, we may 
8ay, It is. In this judgment we have two ideas, yet the 
mind has received but one through perception. It itself 
has supplied a second, and of the two framed a judgment. 
We have thus the first product of thought, a phenomenon 
included under its appropriate idea. Existence is a pri
mary, simple, and inevitable notion, but by no means a 
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sensation. An sensations might be enjoyed or suffered 
without the mental exposition of anyone of them in the 
888ertion, This quality is. Herein the mind finds the 
external, the nokelf; herein it finds itself, and goes on to , 
accumulate all those phenomena. which it is afterwards to 
investigate. It thus makes the fundamental proposition of 
aU inquiry, Something is, and prepares the way for the 
later inquiries, What is it? and How is it? The notion of 
existence is as complete as it is instantaneous. We may 
inquire into the object of which the affirmation has been 
made, and enlarge our ideas concerning it, but in the end 
there is no more fulness to the idea of existence than when 
at the outset we said, It is. • 

A second notion by which the mind guides its inquiries 
coucerning things now, by the idea of existence brought 

'. before it, is that of resemblance, - agreemeat and disagree
ment. This is applicable to all the properties, relations, and. 
modes of being which ~elong to things, and rules the mind 
in marking every shade of agreement from perfect sameness 
to complete diversity. The idea of likeness or unlikeness 
is not gained by the comparison of two objects. The com
parison only serves to show how far this idea is applicable, 
but would itself never have been instituted without the 
prior notion of resemblance, nor, if instituted, could have 
issued in a new idea alien to the mind's previous action. 
How is comparison to proceed which has not the idea of 
resemblance to guide it? What is comparison hut the 
application of this idea? How is a process which has 
nowhere contained it suddenly ,to result in it? General 
notiona are not thought out, for how is that thinking itself to 
advance which produces them? They are not seen or felt, 
fdr they are not sensible qualities. They are present as 
intuitive ideas to give form to the mind's first judgments 
on their appropriate subject-matter. The determination 
of the sameness or diversity of the phenomena before the 
mind is a first effort for tbeir apprehension. They may be 
experienced without apprehension, but the instant this is 
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sought for the mind brings to the task this idea of re
semblance; by it separates these objects of the B8D888 and 
thoughts, throws them into classes, and makes them the 
sources of knowledge. 

Under the idea of resemblance is included that of troth. 
Truth belongs to propositions, and to these alone. An 
affirmation which corresponds with facts is troe. The uiind 
judges the agreement of the idea contained in a proposi
tion with its own idea. of what exists either as thing or 
principle in the world, and, according to the harmony or 
want of harmony, regards the statement as true or false. 
Troth is thus an agreement of ideas; the one contained in 
language, the other in existence, and a true proposition is 
one in which this conformity of assertion with fact is found. 
Of the specific agreement, troth, the mind judges under its 
general notion, resemblance. 

A. third idea of the reason which comes as a law to per
ception and to the subject-matter of thought, so far as 
derived from perception, is space. Space is a notion re
stricted to material existence. Indeed, that it is force, 
perceptible force, occupying space, is an essential charac
teristic of matter as opposed to mind. Only through such 
a force does matter become cognizable, sensible. Localized 
in its first manifestation to the senses, it remains to all later 
perception occupying space; ceasing to do this, it ceases 
to exist. Existence and non-existence are for it but appear. 
ance and disappearance in the field of space. This idea, 
then, is regula.tive of perception, and of thought only as it 
is conditioned to perception. We need not dwell on this 
notion. It is among the most universally accepted of the 
intuitive ideas. Mnch has been affirmed of space, as its 
indivisibility, which is only true of it when combined with 
another intuitive idea, that of the infinite. Simple, inde!. 
inite space, as a notion, is prior and necessary to all definite 
knowledge of limited portions of it termed extension. Only 
with this guiding notion can the mind ron before and direct 
its perceptions in their measurements, or understand tbose 
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reBdlts which presuppose this idea. The extended body is 
first comprehended by the notion of space, and then its 
dimensions are taken, as events are first conceived in time, 
and afterward their period and duration defined. An inch, 
a foot, a yard, presuppose more than an inch, a foot, a 
yard, - a space wherein they lie, and without which they 
cannot be present to the mind. We do not deny the per
ception of the inch,-the inch.long body,- but of the 
space beyond the inch, wherein it is held and whereby it is 
explained. 

Fourth among the ideas which regulate apprehension, 
and intimately associated with that of space, is number. 
This involves two subsidiary ideas, unity and plurality. 
These are not distinct conceptions, but different phases of 
the same idea, number. The first form in which this pre
sents itself is that of unity. The mind regards an object as 
one, and in that act not only reaches unity, but also sets it 
over against that plurality which it explains, and by which 
it is explained. • These two ideas, applied in the- apprehen
sion of objects, contain the full idea of number, and under 

_ this developed category of thought the mind proceeds in a 
large c1ass of judgmeuts. 

The mind establishes its divisions on a great variety of 
principles, but whatever it has once separated in percep
tion or in thought, thereby comes under the idea of num
ber, let the character of the linit be what it will. 

A fifth idea, inclusive of a new class of phenomena, is that 
of time. This is to successive what space is to co-existent 
phenomena; yet, more inclusive t.han the latter, it is equally 
applicable to the external and the internal. That which 
exists as matter establishes itself to the senses through 
space occupied; that which modifies its mode of existence 
explains itself to the mind through time occupied. Change 
marks a transfer in time, and is only possible in conception 
through the prior notion of time. Change presents itself 
through the succession of mental states. In the departure 
of any sensation or thought there is present the explailatory 
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idea of time; a past moment bearing away the receding 
thought, a present moment bringing the new idea. 

The same change which involves the notion of tilDe also 
brings to light, in its explanation, the sixth regulative 
notion, that of cause. Change presents itself to the mind 
as the product or manifestation of a force. There is an 
inevitable reference of that which arises to some efficiency 
from which it has arisen. Change is the result, the 'proof 
of power, and power cannot spring from a void. The mind 
does not, cannot so conceive it; but is ever seeking to 
explain it under the category of cause. The world is not 
comprehensible as a series of unconnected phenomena, with 
no other relation than that of succession. Such a supposi. 
~on at once sweeps away a whole class of inevitable and 
pregnant judgments, and by so much destroys knowledge, 
invalidating the idea on which it proceeds. 

It is involved in this notion of cause that the cause and 
efFect are perfectly commensurate, each defining and meas
uring the other. Any unlikeness or disparl'ty between them 
is apparent, not real, arising from our ignorance of the 
nature of one or both. Any inadequacy in the cause to 
secure the entire effect, in kind and degree, would leave 
the mind burdened with the same difficulty as that which 
compelled it in the first instance to assign to every effect a 
cause. It is not merely a cause, but an adequate cause, 
which the mind demands. Any, the least, balance in the 
effect beyond the cause is an absurdity. The determinate, 
fixed character of causes, both in the nature and amount 
of their action, is the essential idea for all reasoning in this 
department. Gradually to narrow down the causes of the 
most varied and manifold effects, as some development 
theories do, into a few simple, physical, or perchance vital, 
forces is in defiance of the very idea which enables us to 
reason at all concerning physical connections. It is not 
more absurd to deny a cause of given effects than to deny 
an adequate cause; nor can any period of time Berve to 
develop a germ beyond its first, its intrinsic force. 
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As efficiencies and effects, weighed each with each, 
are exact counterparts, and as the la.tter aro frequeutly 
visible while the former are uniformly invisible, we esti· 
mate the force bI its manifested results. As each effect is 
in turn 'a cause, it might seem that, it it were open to the 
senses in ODe relatioD, it would also be in the other. This 
is not so. A bill suffers a blow, and is thereby made the 
recipient of a force. Its subsequent motion reveals the 
extent and character of this force, but the power by which 
it can now become a cause, and impart a kindred move
ment, is no more open to ObservatioD than before. H a 
series of balls are in contact, they successively become 
mediums of force with 'no opportunity of judging that force 
till the last of the leriea manifesta it in motion. The mind 
weighs the effed as the euct equivalent of the cause. This 
is the very substance of the idea, that which makes it rep 
lative of judgments. 

These six ideas - exis~nce and resemblance, space and 
number, time and cause - rule matter; assigniog form to 
all material judgments. We thus determine that a thing is 
what it is, where and when it is, and its rela.tioDB to the 
objects about it, thus exhausting every internal and exter
nal predication concerning it. The ideas here coupled are 
intimately related. Existence finds ita chief significance in 
its resemblances; space, in its numerical rela.tioDB; time, 
in its sequences of cause and effect. The first two assign 
the definite tact and character of &xistence; the second 
couplet gives the most abstract and unconditioned relation 
of things; and the third fumishel the la.w of all movement, 
of all change. 

It may be thought that we should add a seventh regula
tive idea, the common category of relation. We have not 
done so, because we regard it as a generalization, the 
abstract expression for various specifio dependencies. Color 
is not a regulative idea, but a quality abstracted from any 
and all of its specific forms. Specific rela.tioDB are involved 
in the idea of cause and efFect, time, space, resemblance; 
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or rather, these all may serve to establish each its own 
connection between objects, and therefore the notion of 
relation may be generalized from them. If it be said that 
number and existence are also involved in the notions of 
cause, time, resemblance, and should therefore be" treated 
as generalizations, not as regulative ideas, we answer: 
they are indeed present, but as antecedent, necessary ideas 
for the apprehension of the phenomena under considera
tion. We first apply the notion of existence as preparatory 
to that of resemblance; but we do not first observe a 
specific resemblance, and then generalize the notion of 
existence involved therein. Cause ,and effect, however, as 
a specific relation can be understood without any prior 
general idea of relation, as red can be seen without an 
antecedent notion of color. From specific connections we 
reach the general notion of relation which they have in 
common, but only with the complete idea of number can we 
comprehend its first application. . Relation is ever covering 
very different connections; number, existence, are always 
identical ideas. They are as completely contained in each 
as in all of the phenomena to which they apply. 

The intuitions of which mention has now been made 
are all applicable, though not exclusively, to things, to 
perception; but those of which it remains to speak are the 
formative ideas of thought alone. 

The first condition of thought, of intellectual action, is 
consciousness. We cannot conceive thought or feeling in 
any of their forms without this regulative idea. Thought, 
of necessity, arises in consciousness, as much as things in 
space, or events in time. This consciousness is not itself 
an action, but· that in which the mind apprehends all its 
action. Spiritual existence is separated from physical in 
the fact that consciousness is the regulative idea of the one, 
and space of the other. The difficulty that has always been 
met with' in defining consciousness confirms this view. 
Consciousness is involved in the very nature of all thought, 
is that without which it cannot be. It is Dot a faculty, nor 
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the action of a faculty, but an antecedent idea which alone 
makes knowledge possible, or the ,fact of knowing compre
hensible. 

We know not that consciousneu has wer been looked on 
88 a regulative idea, and many may even consider its refer
ence to these intuitive conditions of thought ridiculous. 
More consequences flow from it than we can here stop to 
point out, and more objections will arise to it than we shall 
pause to answer. We shall be satisfied for the present if 
we can give reasons sufticient to secure for this reference 
consideration. The mind cannot know without knowing, 
nor feel without feeling, which means ti¥lt consciousneu 
must accompany its acts. Now the very ~owiDg is not 
consciousness, nor the very feeling consciousneu, yet 
neither the knowing nor the feeling can exist without it. 
This is the condition of those without which they cannot 
be, yet it passes beyond them through successive acts of 
knowing and of feeling, standing in the same necessary 
relation to all, and unexhausted and unaft'ected by any. 

Nothing can exist without some form of phenomena 
cognizable by some actual or supposable powers. Such 
existence would utterly lack proof, and be equivalent to 
non-existence. Matter establishes its existence by special 
phenomena. If it ceases to occasion phenomena of any 
character at any point whatever in space, it ceases to exist. 
Mind, on the other hand, proves its existence 88 mind by 
acts of mind; that is, acts appearing in consciousness. The 
rise, progreu, and pause of intellectual action are wholly in 
"this field. To occupy space with sensible properties is the 
proof and the very nature of material existence; to occupy 
consciousness with mental acts is 88 much the proof and 
nature of spiritual existence. The conscious life of the 
spirit is its life, its only life. If no phenomena appear in 

" consciousness, there is no testified, spiritual existence; and 
a spiritnal life which in no way manifests itself is as incon
ceivable 88 matter with no property whatsoever. If an 
unconscious, that is an untestified, spiritual existence is 
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possible, the beginning and end of spiritnallife become chi. 
meras, utterly incapable, of determination by any set of 
cognitions, since the mind may remain unknown to itself, 
much more to othen. Such a soal ~ght pass an eternity 
in complete syncope. The question is not whether the 
Iilpirit can lay aside this or that form of action, but whether 
it can lay aside all forms of action. Suppoae this to be 
done, and the spirit yet to exist; that existence must have 
a form,-as there must be a method, a manner, to every· 
thing that is, - and consciousness having now disappeared, 
no form remains but that of sensible properties; yet this 
form excludes it Irom the spiritual aud identifies it with the 
material. In short, the only manifestations of spirit are 
mental states; these- therefore cannot be wholly excluded 
and their spiritual subject yet remain, though devoid of aU 
attributes. This is to suppose existence itself an entity. 
Nor does it follow thence that Cbe spirit is a mere series 
of conscious acts, any- more than that the apple or marble 
is a simple senes of sensible properties. 

Consciousness, then, is the regulative idea of spiritual 
existence. It is the very nature of thought and feeling that 
they can only take place in the conscious life of a spirit 
that thinks, aud therein knows what it thinks. 

We of course distinguish in this discnssion between that 
consciousness which at the instant attends all knowing and 
those acts of memory and attention by which we retain 
and consider the phenomena of mind. 

The second intuition we mention' in this second class is 
beauty. Beauty is not a sensation, an organic impression, 
nor yet the result of reasoning, but a simple, primary idea. 
It is not, like the notions of space, existence, called: forth 
by the mere presence of an object, and affirmed as the very 
condition of that presence. It is only as certain relations 
of the object, interior or exterior, aTe apprehended, that the ' 
mind judges it beautiful. It is a. quality, not of matter, but 
of the forma and relations of matter. An intellection
that is, an object interpreted by the intelleot - must pre-
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cede every intuition of beauty. Only as thought is con
tained in objects do they beoome beautifal, and only as this 
emotional thought is regarded by the beholder as an intel· 
lection are they pronounced beautiful. Beauty, then, is a 
regulative idea, not directly of things, but of them indio 
rectly in the relations in which they stand - in the senti
ments whioh they utter. The marb, the resUlts, of emo
tional thinking appear in the structure of objects about us, 
and thence springs the category of beauty. This idea, 
therefore, may arise at different periods in different minds, 
according to the antecedent progress which prepares for 
and requires it. 

So is it with the third intuition, right. Actions are not 
right to the senses. Only when apprehended in their rela
tions and results by the intellect do they give occasion for 
this jadgment. . 

This notion governs action; bnt it governs it by giving a 
Jaw to thought. The mind finds an imperative within itself 
by which it is constrained to some actions and restrained 
from othen. Plans, conceptions, as they arise within the 
thoughts, aJ'8 judged, and before they issue in action have 
the approval 01" disapproval of the moral sense. The very 
notion of right involves that or obligation. There is in it 
no reference to a higher authority or ulterior reason. The 
duty it affirms it. arms with fnll authority, and gives to 
disobedience a rebuke it cannot evade. This is the nature 
of the idea, otherwise it is not a primary idea, but referable 
to that ulterior notion from which it derives its power. To 
seek back of this idea for ita authority is to destroy ita 
integrity and simplicity. It thus ceases to be a regulative 
notion. 

.As much efFort is still made to reject right as a primary 
idea, we dwell for a moment on the proo£ Says a popular 
and widely-accepted writer on ethics: cc Conscience is that 
function of the moral reason by which it dirms obligation 
to choose primarily the good, and secondarily the right, 
from ita apprehended relation to that." The theory pro-
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posed in the work from which this extract is taken is but 
another phase of that which makes happiness ultimate, 
since blessedness itself is but a peculiar variety of happi
ness,-is holy happiness. We are to seek holy happiness. 
Why this form of happiness more than any other? Because 
it is holy happiness. But what is it, peculiar to holy hap
piness, which makes it obligatory? What answer can be 
given but this: It arises from doing right. The obligatory 
character, then, of this form of happiness as contrasted with 
others is obtained from the right, and is a consequence of 
it. Hence blessedness, the alleged ultimate, no longer 
remains so, but gives place to the right, the real source of 
obligation. 

Or, again, how can the right aWord happiness, if not itself 
obligatory? If it defines no line of action there can be 
no approval, no satisfaction, in accepting it, since, accord
ing to the supposition, there is no duty to .accept it. If 
there is no law, there is no obedience, no reward, no blelJo 
sedness. The sense of right is not a taste or an appetite 
that can be fed on its object, and thus impart pleasure. 
Grant that a larger share of other independent enjoyments 
may be reached through obedience to the right; that fact 
merely doss not impose obligation. If so, then the pursuit 
of happiness is of itself obligatory, and we stand on the oft. 
repeated doctrine that' enjoyment alone is the ultimate 
motive of action. The right thus sinks into mere sagacity, 
and, 88 a distinctive idea, is lost in the explanation we have 
brought to it. The word "blessedness" does not aid the 
theory, since the instant it is sought hereon to rest a pe
culiar claim, the discarded idea of an ultimate right must 
reappear to support it. 

Nor is there any opportunity to unite the idea of right 
and the pleasure springing therefrom, and make them t.he . 
conjoint sources of authority. No conceptions are more 
readily distinguishable than right· and its consequences, 
and if either is the source of obligation, it makes the sup
position of a second imperative lodged in the other super-
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luous. If the cODiequences of the right act reflexively OD 

it to impart obligation, that is sufticient; or if the right by 
its own nature imposes duty, this is equally sufficient. We 
may try to extract the obligation of right from the enjoy. 
ment it confers, or we may explain the enjoyment by the 
prior duty met; but we have no occasion for any union of 
the two methods. The only synthesis of the cart and the 
horse is to have the one before the other, whichever way 
we may insist on arranging them. 

The fourth intuition by which our judgments are con· 
trolled is that of liberty. This combined with the notion of 
right gives rise to responsibility; or more accurately, free
dom is the condition which, giving play to the right, suffers 
it to be obligatory. These two ideas, therefore, are regn° 
lative of the larger share of judgments which pertain to 
rational moral action, and give it its essential characteristics. 
There is no primary idea which demands more careful pro
tection from false analysis and destructive explanation than 
this of liberty. The sequence of motives and 'VolitioDi is 
somewhat allied to that of cause and effect, and the extemai 
world in its necessary connections has been a prolific source 
of analogies subversive of freedom. Indeed, the 'Very 
language of controversy, tinctured throughout by physical 
notions, has often begged the point at issue. Force, in1lu. 
ence, connection, dependence, are all words explained by 
physical relations, and when applied to motives and 'Voli· 
tions must be utterly severed from the ideas which gave 
rise to them; or, as already involving necessity, they com
pel us to reach it as the result of faithful analysis. If 
freedom is, it is perfectly unique, and so must the words be 
in their application which are to deal with it and unfold it. 
Standing alone amid. necessary relations and fast-bound 
things, we cannot reason from these up 'to it, nor from it 
descend to them, otherwise than by departure and differ. 
ence. It is our first question, Whether there u any such 
thing, any such notion, as liberty? and not, Whether there 
can be such a notion, explicable and comprehensible on 
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previous grounds? From the very nature of the idea, it 
refuses explanation, rejects comprehension under logical 
necessary formulae. To force these explanations upon it, 
is to pre-8.mrm that there is no such idea. For the naked 
fact of its existence we must take appeal to the universal 
language, judgments, and actions of men, even to those very 
philosophical discussions which have striven to destroy 
it. The obstinacy with which the notion of liberty returns 
again and again for consideration, after all destructive analy. 
sis, shows the original, native character of the idea. 

A further intuition, qualifying the mind for apprehension, 
is the.t of the infinite. This is not to be confounded with 
the indefinite. Many things are to the mind indefinitely 
small, or indefinitely great, beyond its measurement; they 
do not thereby become infinite. The universe, in the num· 
ber of its suns and satellites,'may utterly elude the mind's 
grasp, and yet remain as strictly finite as if cOl!lposed of a 
single system. Space, on the other hand, in which the 
universe is contained, from the nature of the idea, eludes, 
not merely actual measurement, but the very notion of 
bounds and limits. The indefinite arises from the embar
rassed action of the mind, its inability to apply its numeri. 
cal measurements, and bring its processes to a precise 
conclusion. The mind soon begins to waver in its concep
tion as the variety and number of the objects presented 
increase, and, though seemingly borne a long way on by 
numbers, it is yet reminded how indefinite is the idea back 
of these abstraQt symbols. When at length these fail it, 
confused by unmeasured magnitudo, th,re is left the im
pression of an object indefinable in its greatness. There is 

- nothing to preclude its division or multiplication; but, in 
either case, it is equally beyond the mind's grasp. 

This confusion of the mind's action occurs in the handling 
of indefinitely small as of indefinitely large objects. There 
is no assignable limit to subdivision. A point without 
breadth can impart no breadth by its multiplication; but a 
point of any conceivable breadth may be subdivided, as the 
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mind knows no limit to this process any more than to the 
reverse ODe of multiplication. Thus by the indefinite appli
cation oftheee two processes, to which all material existence 
is subject, there arise, above and below, evaniahing points, 
beyond which the mind can no longer diatinct1y manage its 
own action, or handle the subject-matter. These points of 
vague apprehension, attended as they are with the convic
tion that the same steps by which we reach them should 
bear U8 further, arise as the unavoidable limits of'restricted 
mental vision. .. The sight of the eye cannot start from the 
centre of its own retina, nor yet pass the misty horizon. 
Only intermediate spaces are traversed by it. Even so low 
a sense as that of smell handles matter, so to speak, in a 
more subtile form than can the mind. Instruments reach 
an estimate so nice as to elude the conception and make 
the senaes waver. That we cannot reach the atom which 
God actually takes in making a universe, arises merely from 
feebleness of perception. 

The infinite, on the other hand, is a wholly separate idea, 
set over against the finite, whether definite or indefinite, 
measured or unmeasured, and is reached at once, aside 
from all aggregation. The infinite is incapable of.increase 
or diminution, equally beyoud di.,iaion or duplication. 
Space cannot be bisected. Exteud the dividing plane as 
you will, it must lie wholly within space. It is without a 
periphery, without a centre, without relation of parts. Abo 
solutt~ly homogeneous and unlimited, it cannot be made the 
object of any disoriminating, separating ass,rtion. We can 
subtract nothing from it, as this proce88 would suppose it 
capable of diminution, and open to a remainder. Remaining 
void of things, it is a void to thought. All our affirmations 
must pertain to centres or to limits established within it by 
creation or by thought. The notion of the infinite often 
first arises in connection with space; here is one of its 
earlier applications. The consideration of the universe 
forces the conception on the mind; but it may spring up 
at any moment in connection with mOlt finite objects. 
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The instant the mind seeks a judgment, an explanation 
under this category, the appropriate regulative idea is 
present. 

The notion of the infinite also accompanies that of time. 
Time forever anticipates the event, anticipates the thought. 
Push backward or forward, as we will, we approach no bar. 
rier. The idea, indeed, here receives a new modification. 
It is reached in regression and progression alone, for these 
are the only directions in which time, from its very nature, 
suffers the application. Time is sometimes said to be 
bisected by each moment, divided into two parts, each infi· 
nite. This use of the term is not correct. The infinite 
involves the removal of bounds not in one direction, but in 
all directions in which the subject under consideration is 
capable of receiving them. Time future and time past are 
not infinite. Each starts from a bound, and though it runs 
to no farther goal, it yields but one of the needed constitu
ents of the strictly infinite. 

Infinite power includes every degree and variety of 
power, not that all measurable ~egrees and varieties ex· 
haust the infinite, but that all lie within it. Many things 
are not subjects of power. Whether infinite or finite, it 
has no relation to them. A. test irrelevant to the idea is 
involved in the demand that infinite power shall modify 
either the axioms of mathematics or morals. These arise 
under independent ideas, which condition all the manifesta. 
tions of power, themselves unconditioned •. 

The idea of the infinite as applied to power includes that 
of the absolute. Infinite power is unrestricted power. 
Power in the material world is restricted in two directions, 
by tbat on which it acts, by that from which it is received. 
It is single in kind, finjte in degree, and affected by the 
reaction of that which suffers it. In1inite power, on the 
other hand, remains unexbausted, unmodified by any form 
of action, and is conditioned to no particular effect. It is 
absolved from all dependence, and equally from all reaction. 
Infinite power comes forth from nothing earlier or fuller 
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than itselt; gives rise to nothing which can displace or 
diminish itsel£ It is the compus of all things j allow. 
nothing behind, before, aside from itself in anyway to 
modify its action. The infinite, thus receiving no action, 
and edering no reaotion, is the absolute. 

A. cause and a fll'8t cause are notioDB quite distinct. The 
one cannot be reached through the other. The second 
overlooks the essential idea of the first. A. cause is also 
an effect implying the existence of a prior cause. It is a 
link in a chain, and that an endles8 chain, till some other 
notion inte"enes to sever and terminate it. A. cause is of 
Dece8Bity finite 88 it follows a prior cause, and gives way 
to a subsequent eft"ec\- A. first cause, on the other hand, 
must be infinite. If finite, it is dependent, and no first 
cause. If it is a mst cause, it is independent, absolute, 
infinite. A fil'8t cause is an unfortunate expression. On 
neither sida .is there any analogy between it and a cause. 
It is no more conditioned to a consequent than to an ante
cedent. It is wholly a distinct idea involved in that of the 
bdiDite. ForgetfulnesB of this often leads to a fallacious 
statement of the tJ poIteriori argument for the existence of 
God. A totally unwarranted leap is made from a cause to 
a 61'8t cause. The one idea is made to displace the other 
without marking the tact or rendering a reaaon for it. 

The notion of the inftnite arises later than our other intui
tive ideaa, and 6nds its occasion in the eft"on.t of the mind 
to comprehend the phenomena about it. No longer content 
with the details of explanation, it proposes to itself the 
problem of the origin and relation of 'all things,. and therein 
transcends the finite, and rests in the infinite. The mind 
may travel a weary way through satellites, suns, and sy. 
tams, but at length it transcends all, encloses all in the 
blank stretches of unlimited space. Thus with the forces 
and causes of the world, it brings them forth from, and 
retums them to, the infinite force of God. So, and so only, 
can the mind of man comprehend the universe, and rest at 
the goal of thought. The idea of an Infinite One is as 
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necessary for the comprehension of the finite workmanship 
about us, as is the idea of a cause for the explanation of a 
given effect. The mind's action is the same in kind, and 
equaIly just in transc~nding the finite and contained, in 
search of the Infinite and Un contained, as in pressing back 
of each event in pursuit of a cause. The two processes 
are distinct, thougb analogous, and each valid by its own 
intrinsic necessity. 

The infinite, from its very nature exclusive of those judge 
ments formed under minor regulative ideas, admits but 
qualified, 'positive assertion, and is chiefly treated through 
negative jUdgments. Does it follow thence that the very 
idea itself is negative? and that, hOlVever constrained the 
mind may be to accept the notion, the whole conception is 
to it, not merely an inadequate, but a delusive symbol? 

If the notion be simply negative, then, as a dist.inct in
tuition, it f'a11s away and bepomes merely a .blank, set in 
thought over against the real, the finite - the empty mar· 
gin wherewith we limit the page of knowledge. The idea 
of non-existence is the complement of the idea of existence. 
Neither is intelligible without the other; each is the bound 
of the other, and both, as implicitly contained each of each, 
are but oounter statements under one notion. 

Do the finite and the infinite stand in this relation? Is 
the one idea by immediate implication already in the other? 
Contradictories, though they may explain, do not necessarily 
contain each other. The notion of black is not given in 
that of white j nor ohour in that of sweet; nor of discord 
in that of harmony; nor of foul in that of fragrant. 

The affirmative or negative forms of propositions do no~ 
affect the elements of which they are composed - the mat
ter, tbe concepts of the thought remain the same j the 
predicate and subject remain identical in their constituents, 
the connection between them only being revened. Every 
affirmative judgment implies the possibility of a correspond. 
ing negative one, at least, so far as the forms of thought 
are concerned. No more or different ideas are requisite 
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for a negative statement than for tbe correlative aftIrmative 
one. There is no new notion, but merely a new connection 
in "a negative word or copulative. 

Not "thus is it with opposite or contradictory ideu. 
Tbese are each positive and distinct, though the suppl~ 
menta of each other. The same sense prepares us for the 
pel1'eption of discord as of harmony; yet it might stop 
short with either of them, and the other remain a distinct 
Bensation to be experienced when the one has been given. 
Thus is it with the contradictory ideas of vice and virtue. 
The same intuition renders them both, and one qutckJy fol
low8 the other, but is not its mere negation. An act that 
is not vicious is not therefore virtuous; nor an act that 
wants virtue of necessity vicious. Because two ideas ex· 
elude each other in express contradiction, it does not folloW' 
that one is the mere absence of the otber. 

Negative prefixes often express mucb more than simple 
denial. In the word" nOD-existence " we have a purely neg· 
ative concept. By its application the thought is vacated; 
the notion of existence previously attached to some object 
is removed. ~is is all that a strictly negative judgment 
can do. It puts nothing in the place of the cancelled con
ception, and leaves the mind occupied only with a naked 
denial. Many negative concepta do much more than this. 
The words" unholy," Ie unmercifuJ," "impure," convey pos
tive notions, though under a negative expression. 

Nor is this less true when the affirmative and negative 
expressions divide between them all objects to which they 
apply. :Material and immaterial are words of this kind; 
they are equivalent to material and spiritual. The word 
immateriality, 88 much implies the presence of spirituality, 
as the absence of corporeity. So also is it, in the reverse 
form, witb the word" inanimate." It is not, therefore, to 
be concluded from the negative form of a word that the 
concept it covers is not positive. 

These remarks are applicable to the words "finite" and 
" infinite," terms expressive of distinct contradictory ideaS. 
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A. denial of all finite fol'lDB of existence, BerveB merely to 
sweep these away, and puts nothing in their place. No 
De,v idea is in this way reached; we bave simply set over 
againBt existence, non-existeDce; .. Degation of preciaely 
the'same breadth as the previous existence. ' 

If we take the term "finite" as already established ill "the 
mind, it may be said Ulat this involves the infinite. Equally 
does the infinite include the finite. In the genesis of ideas, 
there is Dothing in the nature of the case which makes 
either of these ideas the Decesaary antecedent of 'he other. 
Aa correlatives, they lie co-ordinate in the mind, - they 
indift'erently give riae the one to the other. Right loud 
.lOng, father and Bon, cauae and effect, are eDlllples of 
correlative yet distinct ideas. Either conception expressed 
in these couplets being present, the occasion and limitatioll 
of ita fellow are ,.)so present. We bow a thing loB finite 
because we are capable of the idea of the infinite, as we 
entertain the notion of effect through' our idea of cau_ 
:Fi~ite things may be apprehended without recoguizing 
them as finite, loud to do this implies a mind therein opeD 
to the Bupplementary Dotioa of the infinite. 

The infinite is Dot BO much opposed to anyone finite 
thing as to the sum of all finite things - the finite, and this 
finite the mind baa Dever by observation or eUauative con. 
ception taken in. It baa reached it, as it baa reached the 
infinite, at a leap. Some things definite, many more indefi. 
nite, and the whole indefinitely large, is all that experience 
can give. "But this indefiDiteneB8 in which the labor of 
observation is 10Bt, swallowed up, is not to be coofo1lDded 
with the infinite, but iB only the unmeasured element con. 
taiDed in the finite, the field of experience. The finite and 
infinite, as trne correlative ideas, exist in the mind as no
tiODS oontradictory, but equally positive and real, reached 
by an immediate, an intuitive power. We might as wen 
derive the notion of wrong from an observation of' facta, 
and make the right ita Degation, as to abstract finitene81 
from finite things, and make the infinite its denial In each 
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ca8a the two correlative ideas stand forth together in the 
same light. ' 

The ground now passed over is this: Simple negation 
merely removes the notion present; negative concepts are 
frequently affirmative in matter; contradictory and correl
ative ideas are more' than the negation one of the other, 
each is equally positive, and neither is independent; the 
finite and the infinite are correlatives each involving the 
other, and neither reached by observation; the definite and 
the indefinite alone are the products of experience; the 
fiDite and the inftnite are the results of intuition. . 

That the infinite is a positive, though inexplicable notion, 
is ~ shown in the very manner in which we deny of it 
uposition. The finite and the not-finite do not simply 
mean the finite and vacuity, nonentity, but the finite apd 
the only remaining form of existence, the infinite. If tht> 
infinite, the not-finite~ were mere vacuity, the idea would 
be just as plain and explicabJe as that of the existing finite. 
A. negative predication would as fully compass the one 
thought as a positive the other. Non-existence is surely 
as intelligible as existence, nothing as comprehensible as 
something, and if the idea of the infinite were allied to 
these, all difticulties would disappear. When, however, we 
deny an finite relations of the infinite, we do it, not as com
passing the idea by these negatives, but aB excJuding ibat 
which is impertinent and contradictory; the notion itself 
is atill left UDsearohed out. l'f, however, we have no ide" 
of the infinite, hoW' can tbiB be? How can we deny any
ihiDg of it? Our denials &re not those of non-existence. 
Tbey must, therefore, be those of non-agreement; but these 
can not be made without 80me notion of that to which they 
appertaia. In disclaiming an attribnte or concomitant 've 
imply lOme knowledge of that to which it is affirmed to be 
irrelevant. If, then, the infinite is a mystery, it is therein 
more than a negation, and if a positit"e idea, we can deny 
nothing of it without some intuition of its nature. 

Nor should this relation oC our intuitions to our other 
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forms of knowledge any longer perpl~ us, since it again 
and again reours, and we suooessively establish these no
tions by denying of them the explanations 80 as9iduously 
forced upon them. 

It is not true that no aftirmative statements can be made 
of the infinite. It is nearer the truth that no other idea 
will receive and respond to so muoh investigation; suffer 
without exhaustion so much explanation. Nojudgment 
can, indeed, stretch entirely aorOBB the infinite, or perfectly 
expound it, in any direotion whatsoever; but this does Dot 
prevent the notion becoming fuller, ampler, more profonnd, 
every day, as our knowledge expands within it. 

If the mind were really unable to know of the infinite, to 
fprm in this direction positive and instructive, though re
stricted ideas, it would be in vain that the fulnes8 of infi
nite attributes, that God, should be revealed either in work 
or word. Revelation would be completely and hopelessly 
impoBBible, since neither the whole nor any part of that 
whole could be given. It serves no pnrpose to urge that 
all representations of God are admittedly anthropomorphe
ous. On tJlls supposition of the unintelligibility of the inft. 
nite, they are not only insufficient and partial in form, they 
are false in essence: they convey no truth, and open up no 
path of light. They are not great truths partially stated, 
but notions whose confusion alone disguises to man's weak 
eye their falseness. 
. Equally invalid is the po,ition of those who urge that 
our symbols of the infinite are all illusory, and yet that we 
are compelled ever to shift, to correot, enlarge, and deepen 
them. Whence this compulsion? We cannot discover the 
fallacy or partiality of a notion, back of which there is no 
fact or knowledge whatever. It matters not what may be 
the poetio idea of a fawn or of a griffin. There is no reason 
why it should be changed, since it is a fictitious, arbitrary 
idea, and therefore suffers no modi6cation by any investiga
tion or progress of thought. If ID8ll'S idea of the infinite
sub~tituting for the abstract quality ita great embodiment 
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- casts olr successively thia and that statement as too 
partial, in thi~ there is revealed a guiding knowledge 
UDder which the process goes on. Fanciea, aside from all 
principle, antrer no such growth, much less compel it. 

Why ia any symbol of the absolute deemed false? why 
are succenive conceptioUB exploded with much subtilty of 
reasoning, if after all there ia no positive not.ion of the ab
solute? Such a fact would render this oriticism not merely 
invalid, but absnrd. We cannot expose a given idea of the 
infinite as invalid, and at the same time say that we have 
no idea of the infinite, any more than we can affirm in the 
same breath tbis is not a just notion of a griffin; there i. 
DO notion of a griffin. Tbe destructive, not less than the 
creative, movement involves tbe validity of the idea. 

Nor do we escape by making the infinite the object of 
faith simply. There is no provinoe of faith removed in ita 
objects wholly beyond apprehension. Thia in some meas
ure must precede beliet Our intuitions must furnish fiUth 
an object, otherwise it finds nothing on which tOI Jean. 
Faith is, indeed, broader than explanation, since all objecta 
of intuition do not admit of logical development; yet it is 
not, therefore, broader than apprehension, than proof, than 
that for whose existenc~ and cllaracter we have the legit
imate and established testimony of our faculties. Faith 
does DOt blindly dredge for its objects at invisible depths, 
able with irrational instinct to anticipate the mind, and di .. 
pense with ita light. If the infinite is lost to the reason, it 
is 108t to faith also. We can have no revelation, either 
natural or supernatural, since we have now no power to 
receive it, and not being intellectual]y received it oannot 
be religiously rested on. We oannot believe on Him of 
whom we have not heard. 

Revelation presupposes the p088ibility of at least a mod· 
ified presentation and apprehension of God and his attri· 
butes. Without this it is a nullity as much to the heart of 
man as to his intellect. It deludes with unsubstantial types 
and visionary symbols. Revelation and nature alike antic-
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ipate and prepare the way for an inquiry into the infinite, 
and therefore presuppose it to be valid. This search must, 
indeed, be subject to tbe limitation of aU reasoning. The 
logical expan8ion of one element must not be suffered to 
overpass the bounds of another. The :regulative idea 
under which the inquiry proceeds mUlt remain entire, 
sheltered from a ruthless and blind logic, ever struggling 
to transcend ita own conditions. 

It may be &aid, if it is granted that there can be no rev
elation without a nlid idea of the infinite, we do not by 
this necessity show the idea to be p088ible. Is there not, 
however, proof of the presence of the idea in the fact that, 
when men have, 88 they imagine, logically banished it, they 
seek instantly to I'8ltore it. Chase the notion 88 often and 
88 tar 88 you will, it instantly returns, add the discussion 
reopens to-morrow with all the zest ot to-day. Herein is 
seen the necessary and universal character of the idea, that 
leven times confuted, it is unconfuted still. So was it with 
right and liberty. The pertinacity of ideas which criticism 
presupposes, and destroys only to restore, shows that they 
have the criteria 01' rational intuitions, and stand attested 
in the rank of essential truths. It is the gleam we have 
caught of their real nature which gives them this power. 

The criticism which annuls the idea of the infinite, over
looks its very nature,-that it cannot be expounded within 
relations, 81 those of space 01' time, beyond and above 
which it W88 in the beginning placed. The notion of the 
absolute cannot afterward be embarrassed by the depend
encies of CIUlse and eft"ect, since confe888dly it is beyond 
these. Our philosophy, DO le8s than our religion, has ac
cepted the fact, that there is no likeness of God in the 
heaven above, or the earth beneath, or the waten under 
the earth. Let it not, therefore, forget this concession, 
and struggle to llnfold a truly transcendent idea UDder 
the necessary and limited relations imposed by the ideaa 
of time, space, cause, or finite thingR, 

But it is said, admittedly, then you cannot conceive the 
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Infinite, cannot bow Him. We cannot conoeive Him, we 
can know Him. The two words carefully employed are not 
co-extenaive. The one implies exp1ani.tion, oonstruction; 
the other may mean simple apprehension, naked intuition. 
This direct knowing, independent of all exposition is the 
knowledge claimed of the Infinite. It is no refutation to 
a8irm that He is not known logically in relations and re .. 
I8mbJances, for this is not asserted. The denial must go 
f'urther, and show that we have no inexplicable, intuitive 
ideas, or, at leut, that this is not one of them. The word 
"force" brings a notion to the mind whioh it is impossible 
to conceive, to imagine, and, in this limited sense, to know. 
To deny in all such cases knowledge, any valid knowing, 
throws DS at once back on a new philosopby, and seta aside 
the bighest faculty in our triple intellectual constitution. 

Cut off from a conception of God, are we out off froin an 
increasing knowledge of God? We answer, No. Wemay 
expand and multiply the attributes bound up in the Infinite, 
while at the aame time we remove the restrictions, the de
pendences, th& finite fonDa of each of them. Investigation 
thus enlargel without deatroying ou~ idea. While tbe 
iDfioite rejects the finite, brought forward as a measure, it 
contaiDi it as a fact. Idlinite lpace not only lies about, but 
stretches through, the 1Hlive1'l8, and in the magnitude of 
thought groWl with our knowledge of the latter. Infinite 
power is iuclusive of all forma and degrees of finite power, 
as infinite goodness contains in ita fall spaD all human vir. 
tue. While a part does not contain the whole, nor a limited 
section expresa the curve, 'tbey each labor on, under and 
toward the complete idea, and are only oooasion8 of error 
when we expound the whole by them. The infinite is tbe 
iDezhaustible field of thoup,t, the ultimate comprehending 
idea, itself incapable of comprehension. On this ~ondition 
alone does it perform its oiliee, that we know of it as cer· 
tainly as we know it not, - that we knoW' all as witbin it, 
JlOthiDg 88 measuring it. 

That the reaaon gives UI positive yet inexplicable ideas 
VOL. XXIIL No. 89. , 
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may also be urged from the difticulties which spring from 
every other statement. If we claim that all knowledge is 
subject to the laws of logical comprehension, tba~ there is 
nothing in conscionsness which is not there to be appre
hended, through distinction, relation, succession, there re
mains to us but one of two alternatives. We may strive 
to think of the infinite as subject to these conditions, and 
thereby cancel the notion; or we may deny that the infinite 
Is a subject of knowledge, and thus reach the sa'me result. 

Having done this, we shall endeavor in vain to regain 
our ground through faith. Nothing muat remain nothing, 
for the one set offaoulties as much as for the other; or we 
must impart to feeling the power of perceiving, and thus 
open up a new intellectual department. Say8 an eminent 
authot, struggling with these difticulties: "The contradic
tion which is utterly inezplicable on the ground that the 
infinite is a positive object of human thought, is at once 
accounted for when it- is regarded as the mere negation of 
thought." Again:" The infinite from a human point of 
view is merely a name for the absence of those conditions 

-under which thought is possible." Yet, before the lecture 
in which these passages are contained il completed, he is 
constrained to affirm: "It is our dUty to believe that God 
is infinite!' Oan this be our duty, if the only idea we attach 
to the word" infinite II is negative, ablence, nothingness? 
Philosophy bas sufFered much embarrassment from supposed 
uioms too quiokly taken. We cannot grant the postulate, 
that all apprehension is logical in its form. The word" om· 
nipresenoe " is not a blank, a mere idle counter, though in 
.triving to expound the idea, we find it an enigma, fruitful 
of contradictions. 

The perplezities which skirt the margin of thought, hem
ming it in with impassable shore-lines, have been supposed 
to arise from the subjeotive laws of mind, from forms of 
thinking more limited than the objective matter of thought. 
The mind is thus regarded &s trammeled by its own in
herent limitations, as reaching outlooks over ground not 
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its own, through its straitened forma of comprehension. 
This insolubility seems rather to arise trom the nature of 
things. So far aa explanation is applicable, it may, ad 
does, slowly proceed. There is no barrier cutting oft' CoJDoe 
prehensible matter from logical solution. So tar as we 

. know at all, we know truly. Our faculties render things 
as they are, logical or extr.logical, conoeivable or appre
hensible, and there is a distinction in faculties because 
there is a prior distinction in the matter furnished to their 
action. 

The idea of the infinite, then, though positive and inclu. 
sive, does not admit of that complete and comprebeDBive 
statement whioh constitutes scienoe. We cannot find ou* 
the Almighty to perfection. The formula for our beat 
assertion here is: This and something more. He who at 
last eliminates the unknown element from the equation, fails 
in the very fuloess of his labor, banishes the idea whOM 
measure he bas striven to take, and becomes the viotim of 
his too bold and eager thought. 

The idea oonditional of mental existence is cODBcious
ness; those ideas conditional of mental action are beauty, 
right, and liberty; while the notion incluaive of aU things, 
bringing ita explanation to all, is that of the infinite. 

We here close the list of regoIative ideas, We have 
discussed them with Jarge and unwilling omissiona, and 
consequently with a fulne88 at single points that may seem 
disproportionate. It remains to point out their relation to 
knowledge. 

Some of the intuitions themselves autrer such expanaion, 
can by definitions and axioms be so deductively unfolded, 
as to be the sources of sciences strictly demonstrative. 
Geometry and lo~c ail'ord the best illustrati01l8. These 
sciences arise under the notions of space and agreement 
respectively, and independently of experience furnish a 
series of conclusions involved in the very nature of the 
premiaes. Here are found our most complete and peculiar 
forms of knowledge, giving most exolusive and UDl'estricted 
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play to our logical faculties, and least of all casting light 
on the methods of inquiry in other departments • 
. The presence and action of thought in matter alone ren

den it the subject of thought, apprehensible by mind, invit
ing and rewarding study. Mere physical existence nnder 
certain phenomena may furnish material for sensation, while 
the notions of existence, space, and consciousness are requi
.ite to transform this sensation into a rational perception. 
Sometb.ing ia somewhere perceived; each distinct part of 
the sentence arises under a new regulative idea. But sim
ple, aingle perception is a mere starting-point, and gives 
no movement t.() mind. This is reaohed only through a 
perception of diverse and changing things, involving the 
two new ideas of number and time. But mere change is 
&I meaoingle18 &I mere existence, exhibits no action of 
thought, and furnishes no subject of apprehension. Some
thing more is necessary to arrest thought. This must be 
farnished by arrangement, - the introduction of some prin
oiple of order among the phenomena, either as observed in 
space or in time. I t may be that of resemblance, or of 
GaUBe and eft'ect. Without the ftrat of these there i. no 
work of mind in matter; no power in mind to apprehend 
the unordered properties and relation. of matter, brought 
into the harmony of no plan. 

Definite arrangements in apace or in time are reoognizable 
results of thought, and afFord a basis for inquiry, either 
baokward for the cause, or forward for the object or end. 
A distinct result implies a distinct force; that which is or
deNess may be referred to accident, but that which begins 
to show an idea demands a determinate law in the forcea 
at work. The mind, therefore, is at once arrested by 
order, because of the inference involved in it of defining 
force. This is equally true whether the product be a 
sphere, a crystal, a plant, or an animaL 'There i. in each 
of these the indication of a distinct speoiflo 0&118e, and 
this olue of thought the mind can take up. 

But a limited order may be the result of accidental OOll-
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ditiolll. .A. stream may, in the eddl of a jattiDg point, 
pierce ita bed of limeetone wiUl a cyliDder, and wear into 
spherel the included pebbles. This action the mind di .. 
cems, yet finds it removed but one step from the list ot 
fortuities, because of the fortuitous oharacter of the cause • 
.A. world full of luch halkccideataJ, haltcaUMl products, 
like the grotesque i'eswts of orowding, heaving ice, or 
drifting snows, might yield a transient interest, but could 
&trord little food for though~, since its conditione are loa& 
almost as soon as found. There is no permanence of ca. 
Bation, no series, no coDnection of foroes. Such events are 
thrums cut from the weaver's pattem; the inab-loog 7arD8 
may be plucked one by one, but they lead to nothing. 

The order, then, through which the world in all it. parta 
becomes the subject of appreheDBion, is that iDStituted in 
the line of definite, enduring forces. Without such fol'C8l 
there can be, I will not say no order, but no complete reo 
tumiDg order; no results repeating themselves in a coher
ent plan. The very idea of accident implies the metenC8 of 
order. If all things are fortuitous, the word" fortuity" baa 
no application, since the idea of design to whioh we op})C?1e 
it baa nothing anywhere anlwering to it. If there il no 
light, there can be no ltate known as darbe... An acci
dental event is not one without a cause, but one no& d. 
signed through its caule. Permanent causes must be be
fore we can have aocidents; that ii, an undesigned result of 
their action. SQ, too, the one notion implies the preaenC8 
of the other in the mind. 

But the permanent forces securing order-an onter 
which can only show itself in those resemblances of things 
and agreements of action by which we understand the 
world -.: must include design. Otherwise, our notion of 
cause and effect is not met. The cause must be comme. 
surate wittr the efFect, or i~ is no adequate, that is, no cauae. 
Now, the effeot includes permaDent, recognizable order, 
design; hence the force through which it ie reached must 
contain the same element, design. Thou,ht is the uoluaive 
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phenomenon of mind, and to make matter contain it with
out the ministration of mind is to reject the very rudiments 
of knowledge - the distinction of one thing from othera by 
its diverse powers. 

Thought understands only what thought bas done. If 
there is. no work of thought in the world, there is no 
thought to be evolved from it, nothing to be understood in 
it. It can at best be only a chance field of striking and 
grotesque disorder, seeming ·oCcasionally to mimic a work 
it never reaches. To eliminate plan, order, from the cause, 
and yet ~o seek it in the results, is contradictory to a ne
cessary idea. 

If, then, the mind begins to understand the world only 
through order; if it can proceed only through extended 
and permanent order, shown in the agreement, concurrence 
and dependence of phenomena; if these connections are 
those of thought, it is evident that the world is fully appre
hended only through the idea of causes - causes working 
toward an end, and therefore rationally. Resemblances 
are the steps through which the mind discerns the presence 
of a self-consistent force, the progress of matter toward 
order. In themselves they are of secondary importance, 
except as they interpret this ultimate plan - reveal the 
existence and nature of causes, and the lines of action in 
which they lie. 

It is not an irrational, but a rational cause whose action 
provides the conditions of science. The fall of a tree, as it 
crushes its way through its fellows, produces a variety of 
effects, but no order, no scieuce, while the action of the 
vital force in its trunk did both. But if reason is wrought 
into, belongs to, all the forces which give science, then 
science involves the .same inquiries which reason makes. 
For what end? and, By what means? In these two di
rections of first aud :&nal causes investigation must pro
ceed, and at these two ultimately transcend the physical 
world. 

The steps through which the mind, with slow and regular 
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approaches, reaches and pushes to a complete answer these 
two inquiries, the ends for which and the means by which 
all order is secured, are many and JaborioQ,s, affording no.
merous solutions of intermediate problems, and rewarding 
inquiry with a constant increase of power. Progress 
toward a full and ultimate answer to these questions which 
are ever drawing, ever impelling the mind onward, is et: 
focted through a careful study of resemblances, the estab
lishment of agreements in properties and forces, by which 
their nature and dependence are defined. These pursuits, 
aside from their relation to further knowledge, give scope 
to the reasoning f&culties, disclosing that rational element 
which makes the world first a subiect of thought, and after
ward an object of influence. Y e~, let it be remelllbered, 
none of these minor efforts of knowledge, by which facts 
are discovered and classified, would be entered on, were it 
not that, from beginning to end, there is implied, in each 
new resemblance brought to light, each f&ct of orde~ dis
closed, the presence of a harmonizing, and, as harmony is 
the result of thought, thoughtful power, the nature and 
extent of whose action the mind takes pleasure in tracing. 
Mind inquires into the action of mind, into orderly forces, 
and into these alone, and agreement which is accidental 
and transient' Boon ceases to give pleasure. Though the 
inquiries latent in the mind in the outset are often those 
answered last, tbey are constantly pt:esent to lend satisfac
tion to each step, and impel to the next. The mind does 
Dot rest on simple resemblances; it wishes to know their 
causal ground, and it is only because this inquiry is sug
gested by them, that it takes any more scientific pleasure 
in agreements than disagreements, in a defined effect· than 
in a fortuitous circumstance. All that opens up a deeper 
connection, that bears the mind a step further back, is 
pleasurable. Bere the eager eye directs itself. 

The f&cts of the world being scientifically, tbat is, fully 
and accurately known, we have therein reached and de
fined those causes which realize this order. Order is 
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sought into only as a product containing thought - con. 
taining causes to be revealed by it • 
. But the mind, unable to rest in a mere series of causal 

connections'- a manifold a.nd multiplied eft'ect; an ever in
crea.sing premise; a growing argument not yet discharged 
in a conclusion - seeks under the new notion of the infi. 
nite, the absolute, to issue aU, and stan all, in an intuition 
of the rea.son. This is a valid beginning; for the mind 
must begin, if it begins at aU, in its own intuitions, its own 
axioms. Physical inquiry, having united aD phenomena in 
the laws of a universe, is impelled by the same impulse 
which has pushed it tbus far, to reach, under a new regula
tive idea, that absolute whose action it has thus far traced. 
So fully do tbe natural sciences rest on connections ratioD
ally apprehended, that, pausing in tbe one direction with 
the absolute, they push on in the opposite direction with 
the inquiry: Why this concurrence; toward what ulterior 
end is mind herein working? In answering this question, 
we tra.nscend tbe physical a.nd pass into the moral, and 
agents which were seen to issue from a rational source are 
seen to return and iaaue in it. Thus on either side, above 
and below, events spring from mind for mind; they go 
forth of purpose to a purpose, and man rests in this their 
double reference. 

A universe spans the chasm betwe..en first and final causes, 
stretching from abutment to abutment, and feeling, through 
every conneotion backward and. forward, the support of 
each. The word of God returns to him, but not void. 

The regulative ideas previously given are eleven: six of 
these are involved in the apprehension of physical phenom
ena; four in mental phenomena, while one, the infinite, is 
necessary for the ultimate explanation and reference of 
both. The ideas of existence, number, sPace, and time are 
conditional to physical phon omena, with or without order, 
chaotic or cast into a universe. No external confusion, if 
in any measure apprehensible, can dispense with these 
ideas. 
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Resemblance and cause are the two ideas under which 
disorder passes into order. Here all the scientific connec
tions of the physical world express themselves. The mind 
may, indeed, prior to all inquiry into &eta, analyze its own 
ideas, may unfold from the intuition of space the minor in. 
tuitions of geometry. This, however, iB only to increase 
the volume and solvent power of the original idea i to 
bring forth the mind's instrumental furniture wherewith it 
siarts in the estimation and measurement of facts. This 
work still remains, and is only complete when we under· 
stand the agreement of phenomena through the forces at 
work. 

We wish now to mark mOTe fully the progress and com. 
pletion of scientific thought in the physical world, that we 
may see the order and limit of knowledge, and the faculties 
disciplined. The observation of resemblallces, and the fix· 
ing of these in commoll nouns, is a first Itep of thought, 
and of language, its inseparable instrument. Language, the 
condition and medium of the mind's action, fails from the 
outset to be scientific, because of the accidental nature of 
many of the resemblances which it marks, and because these 
have no accurate and uniform relation to each other. Its 
firs~ distinctions originate in immediate convenience, not 
in the demands of thought. The resemblances which best 
meet the purposes of science are those which are most 
broad and permanent. Except as we find differences and 
agreements, radical and lasting, there is no opportunity for 
classification; for these when defined in reference to each 
other are its basis. Those differences are most important 
which "are most deeply and intimately oonnected with the 
nature of the object. Color, even when unchanging, is felt 
to be of little importance, because so slightly indicative of 
controlling forces. The mind seeks after the more enduring 
resemblances, as these indicate the distinct, abiding nature 
of the causes at work. Those resemblances which measure 
and define force are chiefly desired. The forms of flowers, 
as nearer the vital force, advance us much beyond their 
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color. We neglect the last and pursue the first on account 
of their deeper connection with causes. To complete our 
work, however, we must know all points of permanent 
agreement, since these jointly define the common force 
which occasions them. 

It is not the mere reseJDblance, but resemblance spring
ing from similarity of forces, that the mind accepts as a 
step in the progress of thought. The pebble, the child's 
ball, and the rain-drops are rOQnd, but the fact affords no 
interest to the mind, since the form in each case is due to 
a distinct, disconnected cause. The rain-drop and the earth 
are spherical, and we note the fact with profit as indicating 
identity of action in the cohesive power. We establish an 
agreement between plants through the spiral arrangement 
of the leaves, but not between the cochlea of the ear and 
the shell on the ground of similar convolutions; nor be
tween the coil of smoke and that of the vine. 

Resemblances, then, are of scientific importance in pro
portion as they involve the agreement or identity of forces; 
those which do not imply this are rejected; those which do . 
are sought out; and thought passes from the resemblances 
. of things, of effects, to the nature and agreement of causes. 
By the word "agreement~' we mark the harmony of forces, 
as opposed to the resemblance of things. 

Each inorganic thing may be regarded as a storehouse 
of permanent forces or properties. We inquire into things 
for the practical reason that we may know what can done 
with them-what forces, mechanical or chemical, are at 
our disposal; for the' scientific reason that we may know 
what is done by them, how they act as the recipients or 
the sources of force in the order about us, and how this 
order has come down to them, and is to be transmitted 
through them. 

We often look upon a finished work, a completed thing, 
as the quiescence, the repose, of force. We ought rather 
to regard it as the balance of active forces, a balance con
stantly liable to disturbance, and henoe to new phenomena. 
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The inorganio world is the storehouse of the more station
ary powers-is relatively in stable equilibrium. We come, 
therefore, to oppose things to forces, as if the first were 
wholly inert, the second alone aotive. It is evident, how
ever, that we are only interested in things on account of 
the peculiar nature <?f the forces of which they are either 
the source or the medium. Science wishes to know the 
smallest numoer of elements into which the physical world 
can be resolved; that is, things which possess underived, 
original properties or powers. Therein are the materials 
of creation. It is evident that the inquiry into things is 
not a blind satisfaction of knOWiDg, no matter what is 
known. If this were the case, the ~ind would take pleasure 
in the delineation of each pebble on the beach, each leaf 
in the forest, each cloud in the heavens. Individual differ
ences have little interest for the mind, and specific agree
ments occupy it, because the last define the force produc- . 
Dve of a common result, while the first only yield the traces 
of transient causes. Classification, then, throughout the 
inorganic world, inquires into the natare. of things, into 
those properties which mark t.he permanent forces lodged 
in them, enabling them to contribute to the order of the 
world. 

This is yet more manifest in organic, in living products. 
Here is present a force whose very existence can often be 
maintained only by exertion. Equilibrium may be found 
in the germ, but this broken, the forces of life press on 
through an orbit of growth, or, miling of this, perish. 
Wbile, therefore, there are moments of rest, that is, of 
balanced action, organic products retain their oharacter 
chiefty through the exertion of a power that impels them 

. through a series of changes, perfect suspension being, as in 
mechanics, the loss of force. 

The resemblances, then, by which organic products are 
classified must extend to a series of phenomena, since thus 
only can the power at work be defined. The identity of 
living forces is Bought, and all that reveals this is of value. 
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We are not dealing with resemblances for their own sakes, 
but for the agreement of forces which they indicate. The 
fronds of frost on 8. window-pane and ferns in a forest at 
ford a resemblance, but one of no momeBt 80 long as we 
discover no identity of forces. Species aft"ord the radical 
division of organic products, because they rest on an iden
tity of vital force, an inherent dift"erence. 

When we pass from things to the laws which arise from 
their mutual dependence - which are tho result of their 
88veral properties acting with and upon each other, we 
plainly deal only with forces. Attraction, under its. two 
forma of gravitation and cohesion - the condition of all 
lIleohanical force, - arises from no resemblance between 
things, but itself constitutes the fundamental agreement in 
all ponderable matter; that is, all matter. Substanees 
agree in exerting this fo~ce, and so interlock themselves in 
the ltymmetry of • universe. This agreement fumisbes 
through weight a steady unit, and reduces to the mathemat
ical aocuracy of its own action all exertion of strength. 
So, olso, it defines the proportions under wbich chemical 
elements unite in compounds. Here investigation pertains 
to a force identical in all its relations, and thus able to 
introduce order into mechanical and chemical phenomena. I 

So is it in all physical inquiry seeking into the laws of . I 
dependence; these arise amid the diversity of things, 
thl'Qugh the steady harmony of the forces exerted, and this 
harmony discovered in its extent a.nd manner is science. 
Whether mechanical, chemical, or vital phenomella are un-
der consideration, aU changes are sought into, as impressed 
on them through some form of force, producing a change 
of place or of nature, or of both, in satisfaction of a definite 
end. We overlook all things in our investigations which 
are not the agents of definite forces which they serve to 
reveal. The world is understood, but it can only be un-
derstood through permanent forces. There ca.n be no law 
of change even, without identity in the properties of things 
through which it is wrought. Permanent things indicate 
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permanent forces, and permanent foroes alone oall give rise 
to law. All that is fixed in the effect is fixed in the oauae; 
and if there is fluctuation in the forces at 'Work there m1lllt 
be confusion in the result. The permanent laws of the in
organic world are the results of equally permanent prop
erties; nor can a kindred distinctness aDd stability in the 
organic world r8st on 'any other basis. If forces are here 
in a continual flu, nothing but disorder can arise from 
them. 

An physical 8cien~, then, issues in cause aDd eft"ect. A. 
classification of effects is a classification of causes, and this 
measurement of causes expounds the order of phenomena. 
The mind is satisfied, as it is able to unite the present to 
its past caU8~s and fllture eft"ects, and see the relation by 
which it is interlocked in the chain of events. Geology 

. may push this inquiry indefinitely backward, but it rests 
everywhere on the same relation of causes, unfolds every
where causal dependence - the only dependence of thi .. 

No cause, as a cause merely, is apprehensible. Expl~ 
tion consists in referring it to a further cause; that is, in 
resolving it into an etrect. Meets are the visible manif •• 
tations of causes, and these last are intelligible only as they 
pass into intelligent effects. The mind C&DJlot reach 01' 

measure them prior to all results. Such.an act of meas
urement, if possible, would only be an estimate of the latent 
effects yet hidden in them. We test the power of muscle 
only when it pulls on the spring, or of steam as it presses 
the piston-head. In acts like these, causes first become 
sensible':'" subjects of experience. Force is phenomenal, 
and therefore an object of perception, not of intuition. It 
comes under the idea of cause, b\1t is not itself given or 
defined by that idea. To suppose that actual force is in
tuitively reached would imply that the subject-matter of 
an idea is given in the idea, and would dispense with the 
necessity of experience. Evon an ideal force CaD. be 
reached only through certain ideal effects, which it is sup
posed to be able to accomplish. 
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Since we conceive and measure causes through effects 
alone, the more simple and apprehensible these are, the 
more obvious seems the cause. Thus accurately measuring 
the result of mechanical power, we seem perfectly and in
tuitively to comprehend it; we seem to anticipate that two 
forces when combined should reach the same result that 
would be secured by their separate action. This clearness, 
however, arises from the simple, definite character of the 
effects; measuring causes by effects, we transfer the appre
hensible nature of the one to the other. If, on impact, the 
body receiving the blow nniformly moved at right angles 
to the line of action in the body bestowing it, this fact 
wonld give a natnre to force, and, adjusting the idea to the 
results, we should be conscious of no absurdity. 

The facility with which we understand mechanical action 
may be the source of mischief when we paBs to more com
plex problems. Ohemical effects are so diverse from me
ohanical ones that we cannot at once attribute them to 
simple force, productive of change in place. Yet we are 
tempted to regard such an explanation as the only complete 
one. The mind accepts with reluctance the notion of a 
new force as indicated by new phenomena, and struggles 
to explain them under the old idea.. The same tendency 
recurs in passing to organio products. We strive to force 
on the phenomena., novel in their' forms, the explanations 
derived from mechanical or from chemical power. We are 
slow to receive a new cause as revealed in new results. 
This desire for simplicity, while it is in part a just scientific 
tendency, arises also in part from ignorance, from the feel. 
ing that what is known must be the measure and type of 
that remains to be known - from the superior conviction 
all that attaches to mere familiarity. Thus the mind with 
difficulty unites to the word "force" any other than its 
primary, mechanical idea, and would fain explain fragrance 
in the rose, sweetness in the orange, thought in the brain, 
under the analogy of the power that drives a ball from 
point to point. 
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As, however, we never understand causes, it would seem 
that we should separate and define them solely through 
their effects, and as long as these remain irresolvable into 
each other, the same diversity should be attributed to the 
forces from which they arise. Many errors must spring 
from an effort to press the new under the old. It is the 
temptation, not only of indolence, but of that deduotive 
power which shows its ingenuity in reaching the broadest 
conclusions from the most limited premises. If every neW' 
thing were diverse, then no explanation would be possible, 
nor is it any more called for if each new thing is identical 
in its forces with the old, and there is nothing diverse. 
For the most limited explanation, we must have diversity 
of application in the same force; for fuller combination and 
comprehension, diversity of forces. Complexity cannot 
arise from absolute simplicity. 

Having no intuitive knowledge of cau.es, we can wisely 
define them only through an inquiry into effects. Any 
conjectural treatment, except as tested by these, is alto
gether unsafe. The first faculties called into play by sci
ence are those of observation, seeking a complete classifi. 
cation of things and events, and interpreting through them 
causes and causal connections Induction precedes deduc
tion. A hasty and sweeping dednction is attractive, but 
exceedingly insecure. The precise character of the phe
nomena and their extent being settled, we have the exist
ence and the nature of the cause. Deduction may noW' 
trace the results of an established force through the field 
of its action, and thus realize the advance which was virtu. 
ally made in the previous steps. Nothing but observation 
itself can lay down the laws of safe induction, ADd in each 
ease tell us when we have so far analyzed results and 
reached agreeing phenomena as to be able to refer them 
to one force. 

The powers which science first disciplines are those of 
obserVation, by which we seek permanent agreements, and 
define intrinsio character and qualities. Coincidently and 
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later it trains those reasoning powers by which we expand 
our laws and harvest our conclusions. Minds of great logi
cal power, and the consequent aptitude of expansion, delight 
in the deductive process, and prematurely enter upon it. 
This tendency may also be increased by the safe and rapid 
conclusions of pure mathematics. The mind, unfolding 
from a few axioms and definitions the wealth of geometric 
problems, Qnd finding its progress safe and prosperous, 
wishes to move with the same royal stride through the 
physical sciences. Such labor results in vortices, pre
established harmonies, antagonistic forces, and the mag
nificent machinery of a creation strictly subjective. 

Observation, on the other hand, is well-nigh impotent 
without the anticipatory theory, the guiding idea, the com
pleting deduction. Observation and re8ection are only 
fruitful as wedded. . Like negative and positive poles, they 
must create and maintain each other; either will be dissi
pated as the other is lost. We observe resemblances, we 
reflect upon, or to, causes. The circle of mental action 
is complete when we have passed from agreements to 
causes - woven the material furnished by. observation into 
a complete and firm fabric under the swift shut.tIe of 
thought. 

There is evidently no pause in the pursuit of forces, 
however far we may trace them through their successive 
manifestations. The last source of power which we thus 
reach is itself phenomenal, looking back to a further expla
nation, and incomprehensible the moment we cease to re
gard it as not less an effect than a cause. Here, then, the 
mind must transcend the phenomenal by its own power, by 
the reserved idea of the absolute, and upon this thought 
of its own furnishing rest its labor - the otherwise unend
ing chain of its sequences. What we understand, is nature 
everywhere linked in causal dependence; what under the 
intuitive faculties of the mind we comprehend, is a uni
verse resting in the hand of its Maker. 

When ,,"e pass from physical to intellectual phenomena, 
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there is present in their very appreheDsion a new idea, that 
of consciousness. What space is to physical phenomena, 
is consciou8ness to those of mind, the field in which they 
occur. But this is not the only idea superseded. Cause 
and effect, the link of physical connections, is replaced by 
choice. A mechallical force secures its effect directly, 
without intervention; a desire secures gratification through 
the medium of the will. A. motive tends to a given courae 
of action, but that tendency waita on the will for coDDr. 
mation, or to be set aside. From this source comes the 
efficiency which makes effectual the impulse. In involun
tary actions a direct eausal connection is established; but 
in voluntary actions the will is a source of power, itself 
constrained by no power, and hence these fActa come under 
a new idea, that of freedom. • 

Liberty is said to be proved by oonsoiousness. We are 
conscious of being free. So also we refer our knowledge 
of all mental states to copsciousne88, and say that we are 
conscious of this thought or that feeling j yet we have re
garded consciousness simply as a regulative idea. Nothing 
more can be contained in this language, then, that all 
thought, from its very nature, is bown to the person 
whose it is; only thus it becomes thought. The expres
sion, the testimony of conscionBDeu, would, if strictly in. 
listed on, convey the idea of a faculty bearing witness to 
certain facts of experience. Yet luch a notion is plainly 
not to be entertained, and the words referred to are to be 
regarded merely as a convenient expression. When we 
say that men are conlcious of choosing, we mean that the 
act of choice, like the other acts of mind, is known to the 
mind, and known for what it is, an act of choice. The idea 
under which this act arises and is explained is that of 
liberty. 

Choice differs from cause and decl, not only in the very 
nature of the connection, but in the fact that the one moves 
toward the power, the other from it; tae ODe is attracted, 
the other repelled; the one is conditioned on the future, 
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-the other on the past." When we ioquire into the phenom
ena of mind we seek ihe objects of desire, of pursuit, as in 
those of matter we search for the efficient force. We here 
inevitably institute a search for final causes, and as legiti
mately as for first causes in the field of phyai08. The world 
is understood in its double relation backward aud forward 
only through them both. . In a choice between the two 
questions, mind is more interested in the end proposed 
than in the means by which it is pursued. Both inquiries, 
however, are necessary j and every want of the intellect is 
satisfied by the final reference of each effect forward to the 
choice, and backward to the efficiency of the only creative 
power, mind. All human work is adequately explained in 
the two questions: What purpose does it accomplish? and 
How does it accomplish it? A.nd the same queries alike 
meet the wants of mind as it surveys the broader works of 
God. 

We are bound down to the investigation of simple, phys
ical connections only by that positive pln10sophy which 
would keep out of view the personal element which per
vades all the order of the world, and lifts it into the solution 
of a rational produot. 

The Absolute must be the A.lpha and Omega of exhaus
tive science. We find no pause in the pursuit of causes 
till we pause in Him j no end or motive to the thoughtful 
movem~nt of a universe till we reach it in Him. 

By discovering creation to be orderly we discover it to 
be rational j by discovering it to be rational we make 
necessary the inquiry: For what end? and here the circle 
of thought returns to God and the end he proposes. 

Starting with liberty as the regulative idea of spiritual 
action, we find in the choice between motives occasion for 
prudence, wisdom, ~ight. Without liberty, none of these 
can be. If there is hut one necessary way there is no op
portunity for wisdom or for right action, since these in
volve comparison, choice, and nothing is open to discussion 
or selection. 
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We hear much of the nature of things, as if certain un
derived properties belonged to them, giving rise of neces
sity to a measure of order. The notion is not merely 
atheistic, it is destructive of the great distinction between 
the rational and irrational. H nature is only seemingly the 
product of thought, if order is in any measure an interior 
nece88ity, and not wholly brought into it by the reason of 
God, it is evident that the distinction between mind and 
matter is so far obliterated, and that the latter is capable 
of establishing, nay, does of itself establish, certain leading 
lines of order. We are thus compelled to decide again, 
whether mind alone is the source of thought, and matter 
its mere recipient. But this being conceded, we may not 
afterward forget the fact, and refer essential points of order 
to the nature of things, as if in ultimate analysis we reached 
things, and not reason, as the source of hed principles. 

Nature is the recipient, not the source of order, and is 
only rational in its action as reason has wrought in it. 

The boundaries of choice are those of wisdom, afnd no 
way or method is· wise which has not, at some time in some 
intellect, had an altemative. But the moment we have 
choice we must have principles for its gnidance, and these . 
are famished by the diversity of means and ends. Wisdom 
is a correct choice of ends, prudence,~f means; while right 
is an intuition of that which is rational in action. Con
science is the voice of reason enforcing its own authority 
- the half instinctive grasp of the soul after its own good. 
That which afFords pleasure we mayor may not do; that 
which has in it the highest reason, the right, we must do, 
or sin against reason. The imperative of right is the effort 
of reason for seltpreservation. Right in the outset, direct, 
instinctive in its judgments, more and more discloses its 
rational element, and becoOles the law of life by which man 
is united to the Absolute Beason, by which the soul dis
covers and assumes its proper life. Wisdom concurs with 
the right as embracing it. Wisdom takes the wider survey. 
Bight is the self-asserted.authority of reason in its con1lict 
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with passion and appetite. Wisdom tests and harmonizes 
all olaims in view of ultimate results; brings the reason 
that is in the right olearly out, and thus enforces its more 
practical and dogmatio claim. Right is a guide just at 
hand, wisdom often comes later with her approval 

It has been a favorite result of logic to subject the will 
to motives, and to construct 1o4e law of liberty under the 
analogy of that of cause and effect. We wouJd rather re
gard the notion of liberty as fundamental, and make neces
Bity arise from the fact that the will has already passed on 
the phenomena. concerned; that these, 'thereby removed 
from the region of choice, are henceforth subject only to 
executive foroe. The root of necessity lies in the will, 
which, having ohosen, impels, compels results by an et: 
Bciency to which there is no longer an alternative; ,counter
methods having each and all been rejected. Neceasity. 
does not explain liberty. Liberty gives to events that 
impulse of volition which makes them necessary. He com
mandttd and it stood fast. N otbing is so eterna.11y sure as 
righteous volition. 

The genesis of foroe can only be referred to that which 
is personal, spiritual. That which is physical is already 
conditioned, already a measured power, and can not trans
cend itse1£ It has oeme under the law of cansation, which 
admits no genesis of forces, but only the expansion and 
expending of those already realized. The real generation 
of power, its ultimate referenoe to choice, can only take 
place in persoDa. Only thus will the mind cease its pursuit 
of successive oaUSeB by the resolution of an effect into a 
choioe, and the solution of this under the notion of liberty. 

It is the supernatural, then, that giVeB rise to the natural; 
the personal and free that defines aDd settles the impersonal 
and neOeSBafY, and there can be no more fundamental per~ 
version of thought than that of subjeoting spirit, reason, to 
tbe laws and forces of whioh it itself has been the source. 

The two ideas of liberty and law complement and define 
each other. In a mind dwelling pn liberty alone, the idea 
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~y become that of fortuity, ch8DC8, Jawlessnesa, aD. lnde
pendence of reasons and motives. The moment, however, 
we look at the results of choice we find them to be fixed 
laws. Liberty has brought forth necessity. What in real
ization has now become cause and effect, as conception 
was already connected in rational relations. The coher
ence of reasons - of reason - arises from the very root of 
order in the mind itself. Choioe does not act on chaotio lD8r 

terial and impart order, but on motives, plans-the proffers 
of reason, spread out in coherent ideas. The organizing 
work of thought goes before liberty without coercing it. 

The absolute will comes at once under the guidance of 
of the absolute reason, and the interior harmony of com
plete attributes never suffers it to clepart therefrom. The 
finite will finds the motives, the open ways of aotion, 
given to it in its own constitution, and the circumstances 
which surround it; and in this restricted field only limited 
results are placed at ita disposal. The liberty whioh reo 
maine to it in these choices is as far removed from chance 
as necessity. Necessity denies the balance of motives
the possibility of any other than the resulting choice. 
Chance denies the power of motives, - that these affect 
the result; libert.y recognizes all the motives as motives, 
and is, for that re&80n, governed by none of them. 

A wayward, irrational choice does, indeed, tend to an
arclly, but does not arise from it. The will is conditioned 
to those motives which appear in the orbit of the rational 
and physical nature which encircles it, and, therefore, can 
admit no confusion not contemplated as possible in asaign. 
ing it its endowments and conditions. The will sul"ers 
cODStraint without coercion through motives. The way
wardness of liberty is lost when we oontemplate the con
nection of choice with motives, and the dependence of 
these on physical causes. 

Starting, on the other hand, with force, we shall sink 
into the fatalism of necessary connectioDS, till we learn to 
break the chain, throwing in, ever and anon, the links of 
voluntary action. 
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In the conflict between the two regulative ideas, respect. 
ively, of matter and mind, causation and liberty, the former 
has more frequently overpowered the latter, and carried 
the mind into fatalism, than been overpowered" by it and 
left the mind exposed to the fortuitiee of chance Fortune 
and fate are ideas which bear witness to the alternate vio
tory of these, opposite and complementary ideas, law and 
liberty. Both recognized and rightly limited, there is 
room for matter and mind," for nature and God; either lost, 
but one hemisphere remains to the light. Liberty, per
sonality, the condition of rational activity and the source" 
of necessity itself,.is, in the conflict of philosophy, the sun 
that rules the day; while physical law, with ita fixed and 
ever returning limitations, is the moon, that, with a little 
reflected light, governs the night - the horizon of mist and 
darkness pressing close upon the mind. 

In this complementary relation of law and liberty is seen, 
in part, the relation the scien"ces 'bear to each other in the 
discipline of mind. The physical, empirical sciences, through 
resemblance reaching causation, are the fulness, the com
plete satisfactiou of this ruling idea of the physical world. 
Sciences of classification, passing into those which treat of 
the complex facta of the world in their productive forces, 
have developed the unchanging character of law, till this 
idea, to the exclusion of mysterious, supernatural, and 
fortuitous causes, has taken possession of the physical phe
nomena of the world. Here the movement must pause or 
imperil all. 

Science again starts under the same method of observa
tion and induction from a new point, that of mind. Here 
it establishes liberty, the power of originating movement. 
It then proceeds to trace the inter-dependence of these 
distinct classes of phenomena under their respective ideas. 
Historical and social events and states come under its ex
planation, and it marks the influence of the physical under 
the government of a power which transcends it. There is 
neither" complete implicit causation, nor yet absolute arbi-
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trary liberty. Permanent forces are at work under the 
modifications of choice, and thus, on both sides, the fun 
resources of the mind are called out. Having traced sepa.
rately, matter under its law of force, and mind under its 
law of liberty, we mark the concurrent action of material 
and spiritual agents, of necessary and free forces, suffer. 
ing neither to disguise or overpower the other, aud therein 
posseBB the amazingly complex fact of human life. Two 
forms of knowledge equally valid, two fields of inquiry 
equally necessary and secure, complement and complete each 
other, hushing the conflict of extreme claims on either side. 

But all this, as limited, finite, dependent, we refer to an 
Infinite Spirit, t~e source of power, and thus apprehend 
God without comprehending him. Unable independently 
to investigate this immeasurable fulness, this Infinite, which 
the mind through the very nece88ity of thought has cut 
free from all formulae of logic, we tum to comprehend, by 
the compass of its relations, the finite before us. From 
the will of God it sprang; by the will of God it remains; 
to the will of God it bends its way. There is no compre
hension of what is bound backward to a thoughtful source, 
forward to a thoughtful end, aside from the mind of God. 
Herein, also, there is not a passage through, not a compass 
round, but an adequate approach to the nature of God, 
where the affections and thoughts alike must rest. 

In all this we reach no "universal, unchangeable, eternal 
law." This would be the absorption of mind in matter, the 
loss of freedom in force. We reach rather a free spirit, 
ruling all things under its own reason. Mind thus triumphs 
over matter, finds itself the image of God, and the key of 
the world. 

By the demonstrative sciences, the logical, instrumental 
powers of the understanding are strengthened. By the 
physical sciences is secured that accuracy of observation 
by which through substantial, permanent resemblances, we 
reach, define, and discriminate causes whose action gives 
laws, and thus knowledge, power. In the study of philo8-
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ophy we discipline those intuitive faculties by which we 
rise in the last stages of explanation to liberty, and to that 
Infinite Perso~ Power by which we overshadow and en.
fold the univers~. In the balance of these~ we find safety, 
and· in the excess of any, the anarchy and overthrow of 
thought. 

WhiJe law, the idea of cause, towers in the one realm, 
and gathers into itself all explanation, liberty rises into no 
less prominence and authority in the other, the spiritual 
region, and from thence lets fall its mandates on the subject. 
world of matter, creating that law which 80 fills the fancy 
of one-eyed science. 

ARTICLE IL 

CONVERSION - ITS NATURE.1 

BT UT • .l17llT1II PRBLPI, paOJ'BIIIIOB 40r .AlIDOTU. 

IT was an exaggeration, yet one which contained more 
of truth than of hyperbole, in which a late writer affirmed 
that the most characteristic thing this world has to show 
to other worlds is.a scaft'old on the morning of an execution. 
It is true that to a holy mind the distinctive idea in the 
condition of this world is that of guilt. It is not dignity; 
it is not beauty; it is not wi~dom; it is not power: it is 
pilt. It is not weakness; it is not misfortune; it is not 
Buffering; it is not death: it is guilt. 

Any thoughtful observer, therefore, must believe that this 
world needs to be changed, in· order to become the dwell
ing-place of God. No historian, with any just conception 
of man, as he has been and is, on the theatre of nations, 
doubts this. No philosopher with any knowledge of God, 
as he is, doubts this. No man, with any honest insight into 

1 A DiIcoune preIChed in dle Chapel of Andcmr Theolopcal SemiIaaIr. 
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